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Abstract: The purpose of this article is twofold. First, it explores the order of the
development of nominal and verbal gender of Amharic, which is one of the Ethio-Semitic
languages. Second, it provides empirical evidence for the typological plausibility of
processability theory (PT). In fact, PT has been tested in typologically different languages
(e.g., English, Italian, and Japan); however, it does not have any validation from Ethiopian
languages in general and Ethio-Semitic languages in particular yet. Relevant data was
collected from sixteen respondents via picture description tasks, short storytelling,
interviews, story re-telling, and spot the difference tasks. Distributional analysis was
conducted for the analysis, and the point of emergence of target structures was determined
using the emergence criteria. Accordingly, the result shows that the development of gender
assignment is compatible with processability theory’s predictions in that lexical procedure
precedes phrasal procedure, which is followed by S-procedure. Moreover, the masculine
gender emerged earlier than its feminine counterpart at all developmental stages. However,
subject agreement markers in pro-drop context emerged at stage two preceding subjectverb agreement. This finding is against processability theory’s claim that suggests subject
agreement markers only emerge at stage four of the processability hierarchy disregarding
their stages of development in pro-drop context in particular.
Keywords: processability theory, gender agreement, developmental stages, morphosyntax, Amharic interlanguage
1. Introduction
In the history of Second Language Research (SLR), interlanguage study is a relatively
new subject (SLR). The word “interlanguage” was first used by Selinker to describe a
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language that an L2 learner employs until he or she has mastered the second or foreign
language completely. To put it another way, it is a language system designed by L2 students.
This system is not seen as a deficiency system, that is, a language riddled with random
faults; rather, it is regarded as a complete system with its own set of rules and structures.
“What is important is that the learners themselves impose structure on the available
linguistic data and formulate an internalized system (IL)” (Gass & Selinker, 2008:14). The
quality of the learner’s language improves as the learner’s skill grows. One cannot avoid
making mistakes or diversions on the lengthy road to becoming native-like in skill, which
is considered a normal and necessary stage of development. As a result, assessing learners’
production data or interlanguage provides us with useful information on the language
development of learners. “One way of learning about how learners acquire an L2 is by
studying the language they produce” (Ellis, 1989:7).
As a result, in the study of second language acquisition (SLA), researchers try to
describe and explain the underlying mechanisms of learners’ linguistic competence as well
as describe and analyze the acquisition process. Researchers who are interested in the
information that learners hold investigate their language (interlanguage), which gives
evidence of what learners know about a second/foreign language (Ellis, 1989:11). To
account for what forms this new system, many SLA approaches have been offered. Some
approaches concentrate on the product, while others concentrate on the process, the learner,
the input, and the interaction between two or more of the above. Recently, processability
theory (PT, henceforth), which is a typologically plausible theory, has become a dominant
psycholinguistic theory used to describe the developmental trajectories of interlanguage.
PT claims that every second language learner acquires a second language in a
predictable order, irrespective of any other factors. Exposure or language instruction of L2
only increases the speed of acquisition, but there is no stage skipped due to these factors.
Second language instruction is successful if learners are only given linguistic structures that
their current state of mind can process (Pienemann, 1998:13). To put it another way,
grammatical structures should be provided in a logical order based on developmental
phases established via empirical study. This is because, regardless of their ages (children or
adults), their L1 backgrounds, or whether or not they have received instruction, second
language learning follows the same general developmental phases across languages (Ibid).
It looks like going through each stage in order is unavoidable (Long, 1991:42). As a result,
instructional sequences must be based on an empirically determined language-specific
developmental hierarchy.
Some empirical researchers, such as Dyson (2009), Bonilla (2012, 2015), Spinner (2011)
etc., supported the universal applicability of this theory. However, a few others, like Dao
(2007), and Charters, Dao & Jansen (2011) disproved it. This article, therefore, tries to
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provide empirical evidence from Oromo learners of Amharic as a second language to the
typological applicability of PT by exploring the developmental order of Amharic nominal
and verbal gender under PT’s framework.
Amharic is the sole language in Ethiopia that is taught as a second language to all
students from elementary school onwards, despite minor regional differences at its
commencement. This is partly owing to the language’s unique status as the only working
language of Ethiopia’s federal government for more than 25 years (Kozicki, 2018:150). As
a result, millions of Ethiopians speak the language. It is widely utilized as a means of
communication among regions in the country. Consequently, every person requires a higher
level of Amharic proficiency in order to accomplish social interaction and communication
demands that are consistent with the target language norm. This article describes the
developmental order of nominal and verbal gender following processability theory and
provides empirical evidence for the universal applicability of PT from the perspective of
the Amharic language, which is one of the Ethio-Semitic languages. Generally, the
following research questions were addressed.
(a) In what sequence do nominal genders develop in lexical, attributive adjective and
demonstrative adjective contexts?
(i) How do lexical gender and phrasal gender emerge?
(ii) In what order do the masculine and feminine genders emerge?
(b) In what order do verbal genders develop in pro-drop, con-verb, and S-V contexts?
(c) How does the developmental hierarchy of gender in different structures fit within
the PT framework?
2. Processability theory: the theoretical framework
Processability Theory is a universal theory that may “predict developmental trajectories
for any second language”. According to PT, every language has the same sequence of
procedural abilities. However, as a certain degree of variance is permitted, each language
learner’s interlanguage tends to be unique. Every language learner follows his or her
unique path while nevertheless adhering to the overall developmental framework. As a
result, language learning is divided into distinct phases, each of which is subject to
individual variation. The goal of PT is to “identify the order in which a learner’s procedural
skills develop”. (Pienemann, 1998:6-7)
From a processing standpoint, PT tackles the SLA issue. It is not, however, the first
theory regarding second language learning based on the concept of processing. For
example, the “Clashen’s Strategies Approach” is founded on the notion of processing;
nevertheless, this theory was never further developed to apply to language in general. The
concept of the architecture of the human language processor is crucial to the theory. All
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computational processes that have an impact on linguistic knowledge are contained in the
language processor. PT relies on these computational procedures and determines how the
language learner will acquire them. The computational routines relate to the procedural
abilities required for a language learner to process the target language.
The main hypothesis of PT is that:
“at any stage of development the learner can produce and comprehend only those L2 linguistic
forms which the current state of the language processor can handle.” (Pienemann, 1998:9)

Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982; Bresnan, 2001) and L1
speech production models are used to support this theory (Levelt, 1989). The language
processing model of Levelt (1989) is the most broadly adopted theoretical framework in L2
speech production research (Kormos, 2014:7). Based on Levelt’s (1989) approach, there
are primarily four features of language production. The first is that language processing is
autonomous, that is, “processing components are relatively autonomous specialists that
mainly operate automatically”. The second distinguishing feature is the incremental nature
of processing. The third feature is linearity, which indicates that the underlying meaning
may not be linear though the processor output is. The final feature is that grammatical
processing makes use of a grammatical memory store. (Pienemann, 1998:58; 2005:4, 6)
The LFG is a model for analyzing morphological and syntactic structures in any
language. Two significant LFG-based processes are included in the processability
hierarchy: the feature unification and mapping processes. Mapping processes connect
constituents, semantic roles and grammatical functions, while feature unification indicates
the flow of grammatical information across components necessary for L2 processing and
learning.
The processability hierarchy (PH, hereafter) was presented by Pienemann (1998) as a
hierarchy of acquisition of processing methods in L2 development. The activation of
language production processes occurs in the same order as the hierarchical sequence. These
processing methods must be learned at the lower levels of the hierarchy before moving on
to the higher levels. To put it another way, L2 students must finish each step in order.
These predicted (generic, non-language-specific) structural sequences of morpho-syntax
at each level are briefly summarized in the following section.
The fundamental prediction of PT is a five-stage implicational sequence (see Table 1),
each with its own grammatical encoding methods. These five stages are explained as
follows:
(a) Lemma access: learners only produce lemmas and formulaic expressions.
(b) Category procedure: learners begin to categorize various classes of words into
which they fall under.
(c) Phrasal procedure: students combine grammatical features within a phrase.
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(d) Sentence procedure: learners exchange grammatical information between phrases.
(e) Subordinate clause procedure (if any): learners exchange features between the
subordinate clause and the main clause.
Table 1. Hypothetical hierarchy of processing procedures (Pienemann, 1998:8)
Procedures

Stages of development
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Subordinate clause procedure

-

-

-

S-procedure

-

-

-

Phrasal procedure

-

-

Category procedure

-

Word or lemma access

+

Stage 4

Stage 5

-

+

+ (Inter-phrasal information exchange)
+ (phrasal information exchange)
+ (Lexical morphemes)

+

+

+

+

3. Amharic gender assignment system
Amharic has two genders: masculine and feminine, which are only distinguished in the
second and third person singulars. Gender assignment is mostly based on natural or
biological gender, which is best noticed in the gender of definite articles, demonstrative
pronouns, gender specifiers, and the gender of a verb referring to a noun (Kramer, 2014:2).
There are no phonological regularities in the assignments of gender, and the only
morphological indication of gender (the-it suffix) is neither necessary nor sufficient to
deduce gender because it is applicable to only limited patterns and isolated nouns (Leslau,
1995:161; Kramer, 2009:109).
Almost all animate nouns have the same root for both male and female genders, and the
gender of these nouns is distinguished by the definite markers (-u for masculine and -u-a,
which is realized as -wa or Cwa-labialized consonant followed by -a, for feminine) suffixed
to nouns (on lexemes) and adjective stems (in a phase). However, a few pairs of animate
nouns, which are mostly kinship terms (e.g., ǝhǝt ‘sister’, wӓndǝm ‘brother’), have different
roots for feminine and masculine genders (Kramer, 2014:2). In addition, animate nouns
whose gender is unknown also take the default masculine gender (Leslau, 1995:164).
Nevertheless, there are a small number of animal nouns for which feminine is used in this
situation, and which again must be memorized. For example, when the natural gender of
the nouns ayǝť ‘mouse’, ʃärärit ‘spider’, bäk’lo ‘mule’, and kʼäbäro ‘jackal’ is not known,
a default feminine gender is employed (Leslau, 1995:166).
Moreover, almost all inanimate nouns take the default unmarked masculine gender
(masculine is assigned as a morphological default) (Cohen, 1970:71; Leslau, 1995:161).
There are, of course, a small number of exceptions to this principle for inanimate objects. A
few inanimate nouns (mӓkina ‘car’, śӓhay ‘sun’, hagӓr ‘country’, betäkǝrǝstiyan ‘church’)
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are assigned feminine gender that are simply memorized by the language learner (Kramer,
2014:4).
If a head noun has a modifier in a noun phrase, inflectional morphemes are attached to
the modifier rather than the head, as in (1) below (Leslau, 1995:209).
(1) kʼӓyy-u-a
red-DEF-F

lǝʤ

mӓťť-aʧʧ

girl

come:PF-3FSG

‘The red (light-skinned) girl has come.’

Subject agreement markers are obligatorily suffixed to verbs in the Amharic language.
Moreover, gender assignment is limited to singular forms. However, due to shortage of data
on first and second persons, the analysis was limited to third person. Thus, the third person
gender markers, which include yǝ- (M)/tǝ- (F), -ӓ (M)/-ʧʧ (F) and -o (M)/-a (F) are used in
the imperfective, perfective and con-verb forms, respectively (Yimam, 2006:196).
Empty pronominal elements in a sentence are referred to as ‘pro’ and languages that
permit the use of such an empty element are called ‘pro-drop’ or ‘null-subject’ languages
(Chomsky, 1981). Amharic is one of the pro-drop languages in the world (Weldeyesus,
2004:7; Leung & Halefom, 2017:2). In Amharic, neutral sentences with no emphasis
remove independent pronouns: ǝyyӓtӓćawwӓtӓ nӓw ‘he is playing’, gabbӓzkwat ‘I invited
her’. In these statements, the Amharic words that decode ‘he’, ‘I’, and ‘her’ do not occur as
separate words. In such circumstances, the subject and object’s person, number, and
(second- or third-person singular) gender are suffixed on to the verb. The language
speakers frequently produce such pro-drop constructions. However, when the speaker
wants to emphasize the subject or object in such statements, an independent pronoun is
employed: ǝssu ǝyyӓtӓćawwӓtӓ nӓw ‘he is playing’, ǝne ǝsswan gabbӓzkwat ‘I invited her’.
In these sentences, ǝssu, ǝne and ǝsswan translate ‘he’, ‘I’, and ‘her’ respectively.
4. Predicted stages of gender agreement based on PT
Based on the principles of processability theory (Pienemann, 1998:7), the stages shown
below are hypothesized for Amharic morph-syntactic structures.
Stage 1: Lemma access
At stage 1, learners are limited to producing lemmas, i.e., words or formulaic
expressions. No exchange of information is possible, and thus there is no feature matching
or unification at this stage. Therefore, beginners are expected to produce words or
formulaic expressions, e.g., əndetadärk/ʃ ①‘Good morning’, amäsäggǝnallähu ‘Thank you’,
etc. Moreover, nouns that take the default masculine and feminine genders (different root
nouns, mostly kinship and domesticated animal terms) and inanimate nouns, which are
①

-k is used for second person masculine, -ʃ is used for second person feminine.
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generally masculine, are also predicted to emerge at this stage because they do not require
any marking of feature as their gender is in their lexical root. Thus, they are considered as
memorized chunks that are acquired without any processing cost.
Stage 2: Category Procedure
After the first stage, when a learner is able to produce mono-morphemic, formulaic
chunks that may correspond to one word or more in the TL, L2 learners start producing
lexical morphology. This hierarchy of processing procedures predicts that the knowledge of
morphological markers at the lexical level will be acquired. At this stage, different nominal
features are predicted, but in this article, gender features that are expressed through
definiteness markers -u/-w, -wa ([-u-a]) were predicted to occur since Amharic assigns
gender via natural or biological sex mainly via definite markers. Moreover, verbal gender
markers such as third person perfective masculine -ӓ and feminine -ʧʧ, third person
imperfective masculine yǝ- and feminine tǝ- are also expected to occur in contexts where
there is no information exchange (pro-drop context).
Stage 3: Phrasal Procedure
L2 learners produce phrasal morphology at this stage because they can exchange
grammatical information between a head and its modifier (Pienemann, 1998:173). In
Amharic, nominal modifiers, such as attributive adjectives and demonstrative adjectives
must express the same gender and number value as the head noun. In other words,
masculine head nouns agree with masculine modifiers while feminine head nouns agree
with feminine modifiers; and singular head nouns must go with singular modifiers, while
plural heads must go with plural modifiers. However, since the focus of this article is on
gender agreement, we leave out the plural agreement marker. Gender in Amharic is
inflected only in the singular, and the singular number is not morphologically marked.
Thus, this gives us two possible combinations: masculine-singular and feminine-singular.
The aim of these combinations is to chart how they are acquired and to detect if there are
certain patterns of development in relation to each other. Therefore, gender agreements
between attributive/demonstrative adjectives and head nouns are predicted to occur at this
stage.
Another level of phrasal procedure is hypothesized to generate verb phrase agreement. In
Amharic, this may happen in the person, number, and gender value agreement of
grammatical verbal object agreement and nominal objects. Object agreement in the
Amharic language is optional. Speakers may or may not supply this agreement feature to
the verb. The examples (2a-b) below are grammatically correct statements. There is no
object agreement within the verb phrase in (2a), whereas in (2b), the verbal object
agreement marker attached to the main verb agrees in number and gender with the nominal
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object denoted by accusative case. Thus, due to this optionality of occurrence, object
agreement was not considered in this study. Consider the following examples:
(2) a. sӓwǝyye-u
man-DEF:M

lǝʤ-u-n

sam-ӓ

boy-DEF-ACC

kiss:PF-3MSG

‘The man kissed the boy.’
b. sӓwǝyye-u
man-DEF:M

lǝʤ-u-n

sam-ӓ-u

boy-DEF-ACC

kiss:PF-3MSGS-3MSGO

‘The man kissed the boy.’

However, con-verbs (o-MSG) and (a-FSG) or lǝ+imperfective (yǝ-MSG) and (tǝ-FSG)
forms agree in number and gender with the main verbs at verb phrase level obligatorily.
Consider the following examples.
(3) a. lǝʤ-u
boy-DEF:M

mǝsa-u-n

bӓlt-o

hed-ӓ

lunch-DEF-ACC

eat:CNV-3MSG

go:PF-3MSG

lǝʤ-u-n

lǝ-tǝ-mӓt-u

hed-ӓʧʧ

boy-DEF-ACC

PRS-3FSG- kick:IMPF-3MSG

go:PF-3FSG

‘The boy ate his lunch and went.’
b. setǝyyo-u-a
woman-DEF-F

‘The woman went to kick the boy.’

Stage 4: Inter-phrasal or S’ Procedure
At this stage, feature unification between phrases is predicted. This means learners are
expected to acquire knowledge of different grammatical relations (like number, gender, and
person) between different constituents in a sentence. However, these relations are predicted
to show some variation between pro-drop languages and non-pro-drop languages (Di Biase,
2007:45). In languages like English, for example, subject-verb agreement is processable at
stage four in the processability hierarchy. On the other hand, the person/number agreement
in pro-drop languages such as Italian is placed “directly on the verb form without a
necessary co-reference to a separate nominal or pronominal subject” (Di Biase, 2007:45).
This phenomenon holds true in Amharic, where the nominal or pronominal subject may be
generated before the verb or may not be expressed at all except in the verb form. Therefore,
what we predicted at this stage was the marked subject-verb agreement in the case of
Amharic. The marked subject feature of gender is predicted to be unified with features of
the lexical verb.
5. Methodology of the study
5.1 Respondents of the study
Sixteen Oromo-speaking youths who studied Amharic as a second language participated
in the study. They were aged between 12 and 17 years old. Before they started learning
Amharic in grade five, they had little or no exposure to the target language. They lived in
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rural areas of the Oromo-speaking community with almost no or only a little access to the
Amharic language outside school. They had two hours of contact with their Amharic
teacher at school each week. Thus, the respondents who were selected from grades six,
seven, and eight had 80, 160, and 240 hours of formal instruction in the Amharic language
respectively during the data collection period.
5.2 The sample and sampling technique
The goal of the sample selection process was to get respondents with varying degrees of
Amharic language competency. This is because, in cross-sectional research, the development of structures is revealed implicationally across various learners. As a result, the
samples were chosen from learners who took different amounts of instruction since the
amount of instruction facilitates the speed of acquisition and boosts the learners’ proficiency level (Pienemann, 1998:216). Accordingly, the samples were purposely selected taking
into account the following four criteria.
(a) Learners who had no or little exposure prior to formal instruction at school.
(b) Learners with varying degrees of Amharic input or instruction or different Amharic language learning experiences.
(c) Learners who had a positive attitude towards the language and who were motivateed to learn it.
(d) Learners who were easily accessible and able to provide the required information
without fear.
5.3 Instruments and procedures of data collection
To elicit the intended grammatical structures, the researcher employed a variety of
communicative tasks. These include semi-structured interviews, picture description tasks,
spot the difference tasks, story re-telling, and storytelling. Because the target respondents
were under the age of eighteen at the time of data collection, their parents were requested
to fill out their children’s consent forms. The audio data was recorded using a digital audio
recorder. The transcription of the audio data and coding of target morpho-syntactic
structures were done using ELAN software. The transcription was checked by two native
speakers to confirm the reliability of the data.
5.4 Methods of data analysis
5.4.1 Emergence criterion
Processability theory primarily focuses on the emergence of structures rather than the
accuracy of target-like performance, and it makes predictions about the order of acquisition
of different structures. Due to a lack of convincing theoretical underpinnings and its
arbitrariness, accuracy criteria, which were once the dominant acquisition criteria in the
past, were replaced by emergence criteria (Pallotti, 2007:362). According to emergence
criteria, the first productive and systematic use of a structure signals the beginning of
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acquisition. The focus is to identify the point of emergence of a structure rather than to
identify the mastery of it (Pienemann, 1998:191). Productive use refers to the use of a
structure with lexical and morphological/formal variation. Systematic use, on the other
hand, refers to the use of a structure in sufficient contexts. In other words, a structure is
said to emerge if at least one minimal pair of morphologically and lexically varied context
is required. For example, the plural marker -oʧʧ is said to have emerged if it is marked in at
least two lexemes, as in wǝʃʃoʧʧ ‘dogs’ and lǝʤoʧʧ ‘boys’, and left unmarked, as in wǝʃʃa
‘dog’ and lǝʤ ‘boy’ respectively. However, if the plural morpheme is supplied in the same
lexical unit repeatedly without lexical variation, it is considered a chunk or unsystematic
use. This analysis avoids the effect of formulaic chunks and echoic uses (Pienemann,
1998:144).
Even if the rules from the previous stage may not have been mastered in all possible
contexts, the learner is deemed to have reached a new stage of grammatical development at
the moment of emergence according to these criteria (Pienemann, 1998:138). Generally,
while applying emergence criteria, two stages of interpretation or analysis are involved,
namely, distributional analysis and implicational scaling.
5.4.2 Distributional analysis
Distributional analysis is by far better than arbitrary quantitative data since it helps
researchers to trace every step in the development of the relationship between grammatical
forms and their functions from the first emergence of the most modest (non-standard)
systematicity to the full use of the target language system. According to PT, there are four
categories when counting instances of rule application of target structures. These include:
no evidence, insufficient evidence, non-application of target morphemes in the presence of
contexts, and rule application of target morphemes in the presence of contexts (Pienemann,
1998:149, 146). The first two categories were excluded from the research as they create
ambiguities and are inconclusive, while the second two categories provide reliable
evidence about the learners’ current stage of grammar (Di Baise, 2007:24). Accordingly,
the last two categories of rule application were used in this article. Moreover, in order to
determine the contexts of suppliences, non-suppliences, and over-suppliences, contextual
clues such as pictorial contexts, discourse contexts, and sentential contexts were employed
(Jia, 2003:1301).
Once the distributional analysis is carried out, the emergence criterion is applied to the
results of the distributional analysis. Then, the implicational analysis is done to determine
the developmental trajectories of target grammatical structures.
5.4.3 Implicational scaling
Implicational scaling is used to describe the hierarchy of acquisitional stages of language
development. It measures the consistency across individual learners’ rank orders. That
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means, if a learner acquires a structure at a given stage, say stage 3, he is expected to
acquire all structures that are expected to be processable below that stage (stages 1 and 2),
as one stage is a prerequisite for the other. Therefore, the scale shows the learners’ results,
which are displayed in the form of an emerging plus sign (+) and not an emerging minus
sign (-) (Pienemann, 1998:133-135).
Implicational scaling tolerates a limited number of errors since the more the errors, the
less the predictive power. Thus, in order to verify the reliability of the results of
implicational scaling, implicational scaling that includes three statistical procedures must
be calculated. These include coefficient of reproducibility (CR), the minimum marginal
reproducibility (MMR), and the percent improvement in reproducibility (IR) (Hatch &
Lazaraton, 1991:210-212). Coefficient of reproducibility shows how effectively a respondent’s performance may be anticipated based on his or her matrix position. One minus the
total number of errors divided by the number of students multiplied by the number of items
yields the value of CR. The value of CR must be ≥ 0.92 to be scalable. On the other hand,
minimum marginal reproducibility indicates the rate of predictability without considering
errors. It is calculated by dividing the total number of emergent rules by the results of
multiplying the number of respondents and the number of items. The value of MMR should
be less than the value of CR (Hatch & Lazaraton, 1991:211). The third statistical procedure
of scalability is percent improvement in reproducibility. It shows the amount of
improvement between the coefficient of reproducibility and the minimal marginal
reproducibility. Thus, subtracting the value of CR from the value of MMR provides the
value of IR. Finally, we can calculate the coefficient of scalability, which determines the
reliability of the developmental pattern. It is calculated as the value of IR divided by one,
minus the value of MMR. The value of the coefficient of scalability must be greater than
0.6 on the implicational scale to be a reliable measure of language development (Hatch &
Lazaraton, 1991:212).
6. Analysis and discussion of results
6.1 The point of emergence of nominal and verbal morphemes
In this section, the points of emergence of target morphemes were determined based on
the principle of emergence criterion. As discussed in the previous section, for each
grammatical structure, distributional analyses in terms of their presence or absence in
obligatory linguistic contexts were identified. However, in order for the emergence criteria
to be met, respondents were required to produce a given grammatical structure with both
formal and lexical variation in at least four different linguistic contexts. All quantitative
data was supported by qualitative evidence (Pienemann, 1998:148).
The analysis begins with invariant forms, as learners are expected to produce only
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lemmas before they start to attach different morphological markers. Regarding this, the
gender of nouns expressed via different names (kinship terms) for masculine and feminine,
generic expressions whose gender can either be interpreted as masculine or feminine, and
inanimate nouns which generally take the default masculine gender are predicted to emerge
at a very early stage (stage 1) since they do not require morphological marking. Then, the
results of distributional analysis of target morphological morphemes are presented. These
morphemes include nominal gender expressed through definiteness in different linguistic
contexts, verbal person, gender and number agreement markers in different linguistic
environments (pro-drop, con-verb-head verb agreement, subject-verb agreement).
6.2 Nominal inflectional morphemes
This sub-section presents the results of the analysis of nouns that were produced without
any grammatical morphemes attached to them. At this stage, learners are only able to
activate and retrieve lemmas from their mental lexicon by the time the formulator receives
the concept from the conceptualizer. As a result, the gender of nouns that are expressed via
different names (kinship terms) was processed at this stage as they require no grammatical
marking to show gender distinctions. In addition, the gender of inanimate nouns also
emerges at this early stage since almost all inanimate nouns are masculine, which is the
default gender in the language. Thus, lists of these and other nouns or adjectives were
produced by two respondents, namely DR and SH, who were found to be at stage one and
two, respectively.
DR——1. Nouns: [Different root words] wӓndǝm ‘brother’, ǝhǝt ‘sister’, ʃǝmagǝlle ‘old man’, sӓw
‘man’, setǝyyo ‘woman’. [Inanimate nouns] wǝha ‘water’, borsa ‘bag’, ǝhud ‘Sunday’, kʼǝdame
‘Saturday’, kwas ‘ball’, mahǝbӓr ‘organization’, ǝʤʤ ‘hand’, ʃӓnkora ‘sugarcane’, gari ‘cart’, akafa
‘shovel’, ʃǝgguť ‘pistol’, ǝdme ‘age’, wӓgӓb ‘back’, ayǝn ‘eye’, ʃay ‘tea’. 2. Adjectives: tǝnnǝʃ ‘little’,
tǝllǝkʼ ‘big’, kʼӓććǝn ‘thin’, wӓfram ‘fat’.
SH——1. Nouns: [Different root words] wӓndǝmm ‘brother’, ǝhǝt ‘sister’, set ‘girl’, wӓnd ‘boy’, sӓw
‘man’, bӓre ‘ox’, lam ‘cow’. [Inanimate nouns] bet ‘house’, wӓť ‘wot’, bunna ‘coffee’, ǝnʤӓra ‘Ingera’,
kʼǝdame ‘Saturday’, betӓkǝrǝstiyan ‘church’, ayǝn ‘eye’, hod ‘stomach’, ǝgǝr ‘leg’, wӓgӓb ‘back’, ʤoro
‘ear’, ʃӓnkor ‘sugarcane’, gari ‘cart’, ťut ‘breast’. 2. Adjectives: ťǝkʼur ‘black’, kʼӓyy ‘red’, wӓfram ‘fat’.

As shown above, these learners produced invariant different root words whose gender is
known in their root words without any grammatical marking. They do not require any
processing cost to distinguish the gender of such nouns or adjectives, as they require only
memorization of lemmas. Thus, DR and SH produced a number of inanimate nouns and
adjectives that are generally masculine, as well as nouns whose gender is known in their
root words, as they have different root words to distinguish gender, as in (4).
(4) wӓndǝmm
set
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bӓre

‘ox’

‘cow’

lam

6.3 Lexical gender expressed via definiteness
In this sub-section, the results of the distributional analysis of gender expressed through
definiteness markers (-u or -w after vowel for masculine definite and -u-a for feminine
definite, -u being a definite marker and -a being a feminine marker) are presented. This
grammatical function was hypothesized to emerge at stage two of the processability
hierarchy. According to PT, at stage two, learners start to mark different grammatical
features on words to express different functions without feature matching with other
constituents within a phrase or sentence.
In Amharic, only the feminine gender is grammatically marked -t/-it. However, as
discussed in the literature review, it is applicable only to a few nouns. In the collected
corpus data, such contexts were specifically found with nouns used together with definite
markers like lǝʤǝtwa ‘the girl’. However, not a single instance was found where respondents used the grammatical gender marker -t/-it alone to show gender distinctions. In the
few identified contexts, the definite marker follows the grammatical gender. Due to this,
these few instances were not treated alone; rather, they were included in this continuum.
Because a small number of nouns in the language have the same root and distinguish
gender via definiteness markers, such instances were discovered to be the best candidate or
predictor of gender development at stage two. However, since almost all inanimate nouns
(with the exception of a very few nouns) are treated as masculine in the target language,
they were not included in this analysis. Accordingly, all animate nouns whose gender is
expressed via definiteness, as in (5a-b), were counted as positive evidence of supplience for
gender distinctions.
(5) a. ahǝyya-u
donkey-DEF:M

and

nӓ-u

one

AUX-3MSG

‘The male donkey is one.’
b. tӓmari-u-a
Student-DEF-F

ǝyyӓ-roťť-ӓʧʧ

nӓ-u

PRG-run:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The female student is running.’

In the examples (5a-b), the nouns ahǝyyaw and tӓmariwa were understood as ‘the male
donkey’ and ‘the female student’ since they were marked with the masculine and feminine
definiteness markers, respectively. Without such marking, the gender of both nouns would
have been understood as masculine since the default gender is masculine in the language,
and such unmarked instances were not considered here, as they are not reliable indicators
of language development according to processability theory.
On the other hand, contexts like (6a-b) were counted as negative evidence as the
respondent in obligatory contexts did not supply the definite markers. In the first example
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(6a), the noun lǝʤ should have been supplied with a masculine definite marker since the
interviewer asked the respondent to specify the agent of the action performed by the verb
ǝyyӓroťťӓ ‘running’, but he failed to do so. In addition, it was common for some
respondents to supply masculine markers for feminine words and vice versa throughout the
data, especially when they described pictures whose gender was apparent enough to be
specified. One instance of such a kind is given in (6b). In the example, the noun lǝʤu ‘the
boy’ was wrongly marked as masculine definite while describing a girl in a narrative task.
Although the statement seems grammatically correct, as far as the pictorial context is
concerned, the respondent did not differentiate the gender of the noun portrayed in the
picture. Thus, such an instance is counted as an omission of the feminine gender, and at the
same time, the masculine gender is over-supplied without specific function, so it is counted
as over-supplied in a non-target-like context. Accordingly, contexts like (6b) below were
also counted as negative evidence or omission in a target-like (TL) context for feminine
gender and as over-supplience for masculine gender since the noun lǝʤ ‘boy’ should have
been marked feminine definite instead of masculine since the respondent was describing a
picture showing a girl.
(6) a. Interviewee:
Researcher:
Interviwee:

ǝyyӓroťӓ

nӓw

‘He is running.’

mannӓw

miroťӓw?

‘Who is running?’

*

‘boy’

lǝʤ

b. kӓzza
Then

lǝʤ-(*u)

mӓťť-a

boy-DEF:M

come:PF-3MSG

‘Then, the boy came.’
Table 2. Results of distributional analysis of gender expressed via definiteness
Features

Respondents
AN EM HB ML NR AS AY DR FR GD GN HM MS SH YN AB

FSG (-wa [-u-a])

+3

+9

+4

+7

+3 +3

+5

+1

+4

+5

+5

+3

+6 +2 +3

+7

MSG (-u/-w)

+11 +11 +12 +10 +5 +4 +10 +1 +10 +5

+6

+6

+7 +7 +8 +11

(+ values of supplience in different lexemes)

The results of the distributional analysis of gender expressed through definiteness at
lexical level are presented in Table 2. In the table, the numbers with a plus sign (+) indicate
value counts based on type rather than token count. Thus, the cells with a value greater than
two were found to be sufficient evidence of emergence criteria (lexical and formal
variations). A brief analysis is presented as follows.
As can be seen in Table 2, the first respondent (AN) produced the target structures -u, -ua in sufficient obligatory contexts for both genders. In order to determine the emergence of
the structure, we need to apply the emergence criterion to the result of the distributional
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analysis, i.e., the structure has to be used in at least four lexically and morphologically
varied contexts. Accordingly, the respondent applied both masculine definite marker -u, as
in (7a-b), and feminine definite marker -u-a, as in (7c-d), to different lexical elements
lebawən ‘the male thief’, wǝʃʃaw ‘the male dog’ and dəmmätwa ‘the female cat’, lǝʤətwa
‘the girl’ to show gender distinctions respectively.
(7) a. käzza
then

leba-u-n

abbarrär-ä

thief-DEF:M-ACC

beat off:PF-3MSG

‘Then, he beat off the male thief.’
b. wǝʃʃa-u
dog-DEF:M

əyyä-ćow-ä

nä-u

PRG-bark:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The male dog is barking.’
c. * dəmmät-u-a
cat-DEF-F

ayǝť-u-a-n

yaz-äʧʧi-u

rat-DEF-F-ACC

hold:PF-3FSG-3MSGO

‘The female cat held the female rat.’
d. lǝʤ-ət-u-a-n
girl-F-DEF-F-ACC

yǝz-a

all-äʧʧ

hold:CNV-3FSG

AUX-3FSG

‘She holds the girl.’

In addition, as can be seen in examples (8a-d) below, the lexemes leba ‘thief’, wǝʃʃa
‘dog’, dəmmät ‘cat’, and lǝʤ ‘boy’ were used without the target morphemes in other
contexts in the respondent’s corpus data, showing morphological variations.
(8) a. * säw

leba

ayt-o-t

all

man

thief

see:CNV-3MSGS-3MSGO

AUX

‘A man saw a thief.’
b. yəh
this

wǝʃʃa

ćamma

yəz-o

əyyä-hed-ä

nä-u

dog

shoe

hold:CNV-3MSG

PRG-go:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘This dog is going holding a shoe.’
*

c. əzzih
here

hulätt

dəmmät

all-u

two

cat

AUX-3PL

‘Here are two cats.’
d. yǝh

lǝʤ

yӓ- abärraʃ

zӓmӓd

nä-u

this

boy

POSS-Aberash

relative

AUX-3MSG

‘This boy is Aberash’s relative.’

The other respondent who sufficiently supplied the target morphemes -u, -u-a was EM.
As shown below, the morphemes have been used in lexically varied contexts, as in (9a-b)
for masculine (färäsu ‘the horse’, wǝʃʃaw ‘the dog’) and as in (9c-d) for feminine (ləʤətwa
‘the girl’, dəmmätwa ‘the female cat’). Thus, one of the emergence criteria has been met.
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(9) a. färäs-u
horse-DEF:M

əyyä-roť-ä

nä-u

PRG-run:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The horse is running.’
b. wǝʃʃa-u
dog-DEF:M

əyyä-ćoh-ӓ

nӓ-u

PRG-bark:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The dog is barking.’
c. ləʤ-ət-u-a
girl-F-DEF-F

lə-tə-yəz-äʧʧäw

nӓ-u

PRS-3FSG-catch:IMPF-3PLO

AUX-3MSG

‘The girl is about to catch them.’
d. dəmmät-u-a
cat-DEF-F

ayəť-u-a-n

əyyä-ayy-äʧʧ

nӓ-u

rat-DEF-F-ACC

PRG-look:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The cat is looking at the rat.’

In addition, minimal pairs of the above nouns had to be found in other contexts in the
respondent corpus data in order to decide their emergence. Consequently, instances in (10ad) provided the contexts where the nouns färäsoʧʧ ‘horses’, ləʤu ‘the boy’, wǝʃʃawa ‘the
dog’ and dəmmätoʧʧ ‘cats’ were produced with other inflectional morphemes, which
proved the presence of morphological variations.
(10) a. bəzu
many

färäs-oʧʧ

əyyä-hed-u

nӓ-u

horse-3PL

PRG-go:PF-3PL

AUX-3MSG

ćamma-n

əyyä-näkkäs-äʧʧ

nӓ-u

shoe-ACC

PRG-bite:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘Many horses are going.’
b. wǝʃʃa-u-a
dog-DEF-F

‘The dog is biting a shoe.’
c. ləʤ-u
boy-DEF:M

əyyӓ-ӓläkkʾäs-ä

nӓ-u

PRG-cry:IMPF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The boy is crying.’
d. əzziga

hulätt

dəmmät-oʧʧ

all-u

here

two

cat-PL

AUX-3PL

‘Here are two cats.’

Therefore, the analysis reveals that the respondent produced the target grammatical
structures -u and -u-a productively with both lexical (färäsu, wǝʃʃaw, ləʤətwa, dəmmätwa)
and morphological (färäsoʧʧ, wǝʃʃawa, ləʤu, dəmmätoʧʧ) variations.
NR is another respondent who participated in the study. As shown in Table 2, he
produced masculine and feminine definite markers in five and three lexically varied
contexts, respectively. To find this result, the emergence criteria were applied to find out
whether the target structures emerged or not. Accordingly, the instances in (11a-d) were
found to be productive as the target structures -u, -u-a were supplied in lexically varied
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contexts (lǝʤu ‘the boy’, färäsu ‘the male horse’, ayǝťwa ‘the female rat’, ťənʧälwa ‘the
female rabbit’).
(11) a. lǝʤ-u-n
boy-DEF-ACC

lə-yə-mӓt-a

nӓ-u

PRS-3MSG-kick:IMPF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘He is about to kick the boy.’
b. färäs-u
horse-DEF:M

əyyä-hed-ä

nӓ-u

PRG-go:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

ǝyyӓ-bӓll-äʧʧ

nӓ-u

PRG-eat:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The horse is going.’
c. ayǝť-u-a-n
rat-DEF-F-ACC
‘She is eating the rat.’
d. *ťənʧäl-u-a

taläkkʼäs-äʧʧ

rabbit-DEF-F

cry:PF-3FSG

‘The female rabbit cried.’

In addition, the lexemes given above, as evidence for the use of the target morphemes in
lexically varied contexts, were found in their base forms (ləʤ ‘boy’, ťənʧäl ‘rabbit’, ayəť
‘rat’, färäs ‘horse’) in the respondent’s corpus data, as in (12a-d). Hence, sufficient
evidence to decide on the emergence of the target structures was found, as the respondent
supplied them in both lexically and morphologically different contexts.
(12) a. yəh

ləʤ

həśan

nä-u

this

boy

baby

AUX-3MSG

‘This boy is a baby.’
b. ťənʧäl

kwas

mäććawät

tə-wädd-

all-äʧʧ

rabbit

ball

play

3FSG-like:IMPF

AUX-3FSG

‘A rabbit likes to play football very much.’
c. dəmmät
cat

ayəť

əyyӓ-abbarär-äʧʧ

nä-ʧʧ

rat

PRG-chase:PF-3FSG

AUX-3FSG

‘A cat is chasing a rat.’
d. * bəzu

färäs

əyyä-hed-u

nä-u

many

horse

PRG-go:IMPF-3PL

AUX-3MSG

‘Many horses are going.’

Generally, it was found that almost all respondents, with the exception of DR, were able
to distinguish the gender of nouns expressed through definiteness markers at the category
level, despite variations among them in terms of the relative frequency of use of the target
structures in target-like contexts.
6.4 Gender agreement within a noun phrase
This section provides gender assignments at noun phrase level, between modifiers and
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head nouns. This was examined by taking into account two grammatical structures. These
structures include the singular gender agreement between demonstrative adjective and head
noun (Dadj-N), and between attributive adjective and head noun (Aadj-N). In Amharic,
gender distinctions are made only in the singular.
6.4.1 Demonstrative adjective-head noun agreement (Dadj-N)
Gender agreement between the demonstrative adjective and head noun was examined.
Demonstratives distinguish gender only in the singular. The proximal demonstrative
markers yəh ‘this’ and yəʧʧi ‘this’ are used for the masculine and feminine genders,
respectively.
According to PT, this structure is processable at phrasal level because it requires the
exchange of grammatical information within a phrase. Therefore, occurrences in (13a-b)
were counted as positive instances since there was singular gender feature value matching
within the phrases. In these instances (13a-b), the demonstrative modifiers yǝh-MSG ‘this’
and yǝʧʧi-FSG ‘this’ agreed in gender with their respective head nouns, lǝʤ ‘child’ and
tӓmari ‘student’, respectively.
(13) a. yǝ-h
this-MSG

lǝʤ

ǝyyӓ-hed-ӓ

nӓ-u

child-MSG

PRG-walk:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘This (male) boy is walking.’
b. yǝ-ʧʧi
this-FSG

tӓmari

ǝyyӓ-tӓćawwӓt-ӓʧʧ

nӓ-u

student-FSG

PRG-play:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘This (female) girl is playing.’

On the other hand, instances, as in (14a-b), for example, were taken as omissions of
feminine gender in obligatory contexts, for there were no feature unifications of gender
between the heads and modifiers. The feminine head noun, lam ‘cow’ in (14a), was
wrongly modified by the masculine demonstrative adjective yǝh-MSG. In addition, the
speaker used a masculine demonstrative adjective in (14b) to modify the feminine head
noun as far as the pictorial context is concerned. Thus, this context is also counted as oversupplience of the masculine and omission of the feminine gender.
(14) a. * yǝh
this-MSG

lam …
cow-FSG

‘This (M) cow…’
b. yǝh
this-MSG

lǝʤ

kʼom-o

all

boy-MSG

stand:CNV-3MSG

AUX

‘This boy is standing.’

Moreover, instances that look grammatically correct might also be counted as negative
instances by taking into account the context in which they were produced. Although the
statement in (15) seems grammatically correct at a phrasal level, as far as pictorial context
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was concerned, it was found to be wrong because the picture showed a boy, but the
respondent expressed it as if it was a female. Thus, such contexts were counted as
omissions of the masculine gender and over-supplience for the feminine gender.
(15) * yǝʧʧi
this-FSG

lǝʤ

yǝ-kʼom

all

child-FSG

3MSG-stand:IMPF

AUX

‘The girl will stand.’

The results of the distributional analysis of gender agreement between demonstrative
adjective and head noun are provided in the following table. The values in each cell are
based on type count.
Table 3. Results of distributional analysis of gender agreement between demonstrative adjective and head noun
Features

Respondents
AN EM HB ML NR AS AY DR FR GD GN HM MS SH YN AB

FSG [yǝʧʧ-N]

+4

+4

+2

+2

+2

+5

+6

-6

+4

+4

+3

+2

+6

+1

+2

+2

MSG [yǝh-N]

+8

+3

+3

+3

+5

+5

+4

+4

+4

+8

+4

+4

+5

+6

+3

+6

(+ values in different lexical elements, - omission in different obligatory contexts)

As can be seen from Table 3, gender agreements between demonstrative adjectives and
head nouns at noun phrase level were produced by respondents with varying degrees of
frequency. The values indicate the application of the target structures in lexically varied
contexts. The emergence or non-emergence of gender features with a value masculinesingular (MSG, henceforth) and feminine-singular (FSG, henceforth) combinations was
determined by applying both lexical and morphological variations. The combination is
required since gender distinctions always exist in the singular context and singularity is not
morphologically marked.
Accordingly, with the exception of DR, the rest of the respondents properly processed
masculine gender agreement within noun phrases. Moreover, FSG agreement combinations
also emerged in the speech of a significant number of respondents (13). Analyses of
evidence of emergence from the respondents’ corpus data are provided as follows.
One of the respondents was HB, who processed both gender agreements at the noun
phrase level. He supplied two and three lexically varied contexts for masculine-singular
and feminine-singular gender agreement combinations, respectively. In the examples (16ad), yǝh-3MSG and yǝʧʧ-3FSG agreed in gender with their respective head nouns doroMSG ‘hen’ and lǝʤ-MSG ‘boy’, and lam-FSG ‘cow’ and lǝʤ-FSG ‘girl’, as in (16a-b) and
(16c-d), respectively.
(16) a. yǝ-h
this-MSG
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‘This (male) hen…Aberash’s…’
b. yǝ-h
this-MSG

lǝʤ

yӓ-alӓmu (/)

boy-MSG

POSS-Alemu

‘This boy…Alemu’s…’
c. yǝ-ʧʧi
this-FSG

lam

yӓ-gӓnnӓt (/)

cow-MSG

POSS-Genet

‘This cow…Genet’s…’
d. yǝ-ʧʧi
this-FSG

lǝʤ

yӓ- abӓrraʃ (/)

girl-FSG

POSS-Aberash

‘This (female) girl…Aberash’s …’

The emergence or non-emergence of the above lexically varied contexts at the phrasal
level was decided after identifying other contexts where the nouns were used productively
(formal variation). The utterances from (17a–d) indicate that the nouns doroʧʧ ‘hens’,
ləʤoʧʧ ‘boys’, lamoʧʧ ‘cows’, and ləʤətwa ‘the girl’ were productively supplied with
different grammatical morphemes in other contexts in the respondent’s corpus data.
(17) a. ǝnnӓ-zzih
PL-these

dor-oʧʧ

yӓ-alӓmu

hen-PL

POSS-Alemu

‘These hens…Alemu’s ….’
b. kä-ləʤ-oʧʧ-u
PRP-boy-PL-DEF

gara

ə-ććawwät

all-ӓhu

with

1SG-play:IMPF

AUX-1SG

‘I play together with the children.’
c. ǝnnӓ-zzih

lam-oʧʧ

yӓ-alӓmu

these-PL

cow-PL

POSS-Alemu

‘These cows…Alemu’s…’
d. ləʤ-ǝt-u-a-ga

mäťť-Ø

girl-F-DEF-F-PRP

come:PF-3MSG

‘He came at the girl.’

Another respondent who produced gender agreement combinations was YN. This
respondent produced three and two lexically varied contexts for masculine-singular and
feminine-singular agreement at the phrasal level, respectively. As shown below (18a-d), the
head nouns sӓwǝyye-MSG ‘man’, doro-MSG ‘hen’, lǝʤ-FSG ‘girl’ and setǝyyo-FSG
‘woman’ agreed in gender with their respective modifiers.
(18) a. yǝ-h
this-MSG

sӓw-ǝyye

and

nӓ-u

man-MSG

one

AUX-3MSG

doro

yӓ-askalӓ

nӓ-u

hen-MSG

POSS-Askale

AUX-3MSG

‘This man is one.’
b. yǝ-h
this-MSG
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‘This hen belongs to Askale.’
c. yǝ-ʧʧi
this-FSG

lǝʤ

yӓ- askalӓ

zӓmӓd

nӓ-at

girl-FSG

POSS-Askale

relative

AUX-3FSGo

‘This girl is Askale’s relative.’
d. yǝ-ʧʧi
this-FSG

set-ǝyyo

yӓ-yӓnenӓʃ

zӓmӓd

nӓ-at

woman-FSG

POSS-Yenenesh

relative

AUX-3FSGo

‘This woman is Yenenes’s relative.’

An examination of morphological variation was conducted in order to prove the
productivity of the occurrences from (18a–d) above. Accordingly, as shown below (19a-d),
the head nouns were produced by the respondent in some other contexts, showing formal
variations. This implies that the singular gender agreements made by the respondent
between demonstrative adjectives and head nouns were productive. See the formal
variations below (19a-d).
(19) a. ǝzziga
here

lǝʤ-oʧʧ-u

tǝlǝllǝkʼ

nӓ-äʧʧӓw

boy/girl-PL-DEF

big

AUX-3PL

‘Here, the boys/girls are big.’
b. *yǝ-h
this

dor-oʧʧ-u

yӓ-aynalӓm

nӓ-äʧʧӓw

hen-PL-DEF

POSS-Aynalem

AUX-3PL

sӓw-oʧʧ-u

ǝyyӓ-tӓkʼӓmmӓť-u

nӓ-u

person-PL-DEF

PRG-sit:PF-3PL

AUX-3MSG

gara

hulӓtt

nӓ-n

with

two

AUX-1PL

‘This hens belong to Aynalem.’
c. ǝzziga
here

‘Here, the persons are sitting.’
d. set-oʧʧ-u

kӓn-e

woman-PL-DEF POSS-1SG
‘The women are two together with me.’

Generally, with the exception of the three respondents who could not process gender
agreements in a noun phrase, the rest of them produced gender agreements that took place
between the demonstrative adjective and head noun within a phrase productively and
systematically.
6.4.2 Attributive adjective-noun agreement (Aadj-N)
This section presents the results of the analysis of gender agreement between attributive
adjectives and head nouns. In Amharic, adjectives that are used attributively to modify
head nouns in a noun phrase should agree in number and gender with the head nouns. In
this language, adjectives precede nouns. In the agreement relationship discussed here,
gender is expressed through definiteness markers, which are always attached to modifiers
rather than head nouns. Indefinite nouns were excluded from the analysis because of two
major reasons. First, they are unmarked; thus, they are not the right predictor of language
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development. Second, it is difficult to distinguish the gender of same root nouns at phrase
level unless they are marked by the obvious marker identifying their gender. Thus, only
those contexts whose gender was expressed via definiteness were considered. In addition to
this, kinship terms, whose genders are known in their root, were taken into account only if
they were marked as definite, because since indefinite instances are unmarked, we are not
certain whether learners produced the indefinite contexts consciously or not, even though
the gender of these nouns is known in their root word. Accordingly, if the noun is definite,
either the masculine (-u) or the feminine (-u-a) definite marker is attached to adjectives to
mark gender, as in, təlləkʼu ahəyya ‘the big donkey’ (masculine) and kʼonʤowa ləʤ ‘the
pretty child’ (feminine).
Production of this grammatical Aadj-N structure requires grammatical information
exchange between two constituents within the same phrase. According to PT, this type of
structure requires a phrase procedure, for it occurs in a noun phrase. Therefore, occurrences
in (20a-b) were considered suppliences of masculine and feminine gender agreement,
respectively, and the occurrence in (20c) was counted as non-supplience because the head
noun did not agree in gender with its modifier. Moreover, occurrences where the masculine
marker was employed in clear feminine contexts and vice versa were counted as oversuppliences. The utterance in (20c), for example, was counted as an over-supplience of
masculine and an omission of feminine gender since masculine gender was wrongly
employed in a feminine context.
(20) a. kʼäyy-u
red-DEF:M

säw-ǝyye

matt-o

all

man-MSG

come:PF-3MSG

AUX

lǝʤ

kʼom-a

all-ӓʧʧ

girl-FSG

stand:PF-3FSG

AUX-3FSG

‘The red man has come.’
b. wafram-u-a
fat-DEF-F
‘The fat girl stood up.’
c. *tənnəʃ-u
little-MSG

əhət-e

taggəz-äññ

all-äʧʧ

sister-POSS:FSG

help:PF-1SG

AUX-3FSG

‘My little (M) sister helps me.’

The results of the distributional analysis of gender agreement in the attributive adjectivenoun structure are presented in Table 4. The numbers in each cell indicate values based on
type count.
As shown in Table 4, many of the respondents supplied the morphemes in more than two
lexically varied contexts for both genders. Accordingly, it was found that all respondents
who produced a sufficient amount of data properly processed the default masculine gender.
However, three of them (SH, GN, and AS) could not share the grammatical feature of
gender with feminine value between attributive adjectives and head nouns.
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Table 4. Distributional analysis of gender agreement between attributive adjective and head noun
Features

Respondents
AN

EM

HB

ML NR AS AY DR

FR

GD

GN

HM MS SH

YN

AB

FSG

(+1)

+4

(+1)

+2

+2

+1

+3

/

(+1)

/

+1

/

+5

+1

+4

+2

MSG

(+1)

+3

/

+3

+2

+2

+2

/

(/)

/

(+1)

/

+2

+3 (+1) (+1)

(/ represents that there is no evidence of the target structure, + represents values supplied in lexically different lexemes)

Consider the following sample analyses of respondents who shared grammatical features
of gender between attributive adjectives and head nouns productively.
EM produced masculine and feminine gender agreements at noun phrase level in three
and four lexically varied contexts respectively. The utterances from (21a-d) were produced
showing agreement between the adjectives and the head nouns within a phrase, as in
tənnəʃwa-FSG asa-FSG ‘the small fish’; ťǝkʼurwa-FSG setǝyyo-FSG ‘the black woman’,
wӓframu-MSG sӓwəyye-MSG ‘the fat man’ and təlləkʾu-MSG wǝʃʃa-MSG ‘the black dog’.
This reveals that the target morphemes were supplied in different contexts with different
lexical items (asa ‘fish’, setǝyyo ‘woman’, sӓwəyye ‘man’, and wǝʃʃa ‘dog’) for both
genders.
(21) a. tənnəʃ-u-a
small-DEF-F

asa

əyyӓ-hed-äʧʧ

nä-u

fish-FSG

PRG-go:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The small fish is going with the big fish.’
b. ťǝkʼur-u-a
black-DEF-F

set-ǝyyo

ǝyyӓ-sakʼ-äʧʧ

nä-u

woman-FSG

PRG-laugh:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The black (dark-skinned) woman is laughing.’
c. wӓfram-u
fat-DEF:M

sӓw-ǝyye

ǝyyӓ-kʼom-ӓ

nӓ-u

man-MSG

PRG-stand:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

təlləkʾ-u

wǝʃʃa

all-ä

big-DEF:M

dog-MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The fat man is standing.’
d. əzziga
here

‘Here is the black dog.’

As for morphological variation, the other forms of the head nouns were used with
different morphemes in other contexts, as in (22a-d).
(22) a. təlləkʼ-u
big-DEF:M

asa

käfit

əyyä-hed-ä

nä-u

fish-MSG

in front

PRG- go:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The big fish is going in front.’
b. əzzi
here
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‘Here …the fish ...’
c. ǝnnӓ-zzih
PL-these

wӓnd-oʧʧ-m

set-oʧʧ-m

nӓ-äʧʧӓw

male-PL-TOP

woman-PL-TOP

AUX-3PL

‘These are males as well as women.’
d. wǝʃʃa-u-a
dog-DEF-F

ćamma-n

əyyä-näkkäs-äʧʧ

nä-u

shoe-ACC

PRG-beat:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The female dog is beating a shoe.’

Generally, all respondents, with a sufficient amount of data, produced masculine gender
productively. However, three respondents (SH, GN, and AS), who productively supplied
lexical gender expressed via definiteness markers, were unable to share a grammatical
feature of gender with a value feminine between attributive adjectives and head nouns.
6.5 Verbal inflectional morphemes
In this section, the analysis of third-person verbal gender agreement in different
linguistic environments is presented. These contexts include subject agreement markers in
a pro-drop context, con-verb-main verb agreement, and subject-verb agreement. In a prodrop context, third person gender agreement markers, which are attached to verbs, do not
exchange grammatical information within a sentence since the nominal or pronominal
subjects to which they agree are not found in pro-drop contexts. From the point of view of
PT, subject agreement markers are generally predicted to emerge at stage four. PT did not
make distinctions between pro-drop and subject-verb agreement contexts. However, prodrop contexts are expected to emerge at stage two since there is no feature matching in this
context. Within a verb phrase, grammatical feature matching of person, number, and gender
takes place between the con-verb/imperfective form and the main verb. Therefore, analyses
of target third person gender agreement markers in pro-drop context, con-verb/imperfective
-main verb context, and subject-verb agreement context are provided consecutively.
6.5.1 Verbal gender agreement markers in pro-drop context
In this section, third-person gender agreement marked in a pro-drop context is analyzed.
Findings in pro-drop languages like Italian reveal that learners produce a high rate of null
subjects at an early stage of language development (Di Baise, 2007). As Amharic is one of
the pro-drop languages (see section 3 for more information), third-person gender agreement
markers were hypothesized to emerge at stage two of the processability hierarchy. This is
because in pro-drop context, the pronominal or nominal subject which the subject
agreement markers agree with dropped out. All aspectual instances were considered while
counting rule applications. However, pro-drop context, where there is object agreement,
which is optional in Amharic, is excluded from the analysis because at this stage, feature
matching among constituents is not expected to emerge.
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As a result, occurrences as in (23a) and (23b) were counted as rule applications in targetlike contexts. In these contexts, the third person masculine -ä and third person feminine -ʧʧ
agreement markers were attached to main verbs in contexts where there was no feature
matching.
(23) a. əyyä-t-aťťäb-ä

nä-u

PRG-MDL-wash:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘He is washing.’
b. əzzi əyyӓ-abbarrär-äʧʧ

nä-u

Here PRG-chase:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘Here, she is chasing.’

On the other hand, if any verbal agreement markers were supplied in a non-target-like
context to express gender, as in (24) below, it was counted as negative evidence of rule
application. In this context, the third person masculine gender agreement marker -ӓ was
supplied in a clear context where its feminine counterpart was required. The respondent
supplied the masculine gender while describing a picture of a girl. In this case, the feminine
gender was counted as an omission, whereas the third person masculine gender was
counted as over-supplience because the form was supplied without specific function.
(24) ǝyyӓ-roť-ӓ

nӓ-u

PRG-eat:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘He is eating grass.’

Therefore, in Table 5 below, the results of the distributional analysis of third-person
subject agreement markers are provided in type count.
Table 5. Results of distributional analysis of third-person subject agreement markers in a pro-drop context
Features
3FSG (-ʧʧ, tǝ-)

Respondents
AN EM HB ML NR AS AY
+3

+7

+8 +13 +7

3MSG (-ӓ, yǝ-) +11 +9 +13 +7

+6

DR

FR GD GN HM MS SH YN AB

+3 +10 (+1) +10 +4

+5

+4 +11

+3 +14 +11 +4 +11 +12

+4

+9

+5

+8

+7

+2

+8

+5

(+ number of positive evidence in lexically varied contexts)

As can be seen in Table 5, all respondents produced the morphemes productively and
systematically, with the exception of SH, who could not process both genders. Sample
analyses of two respondents are presented as follows.
DR was one of the respondents who produced third-person masculine subject agreement
markers productively and systematically despite his failure to produce sufficient evidence
for feminine gender. As shown in (25a) and (25b), the third person masculine was
produced in a pro-drop context with lexical variation.
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(25) a. wӓf
bird

ǝyyӓ-bӓll-Ø

nӓ-u

PRG-eat:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘He is eating a bird.’
b. ǝyyӓ-ťӓťť-Ø
PRG-drink:PF-3MSG

nӓ-u
AUX-3MSG

‘He is drinking.’

Occurrences in (26a) and (26b) show the formal variation of the verbs in (25a) and (25b)
respectively. It can be said that the respondent started to produce the verbal third person
masculine gender since the structure was supplied with lexical (ǝyyӓbӓlla/ ǝyyӓťťӓťťa) and
morphological (ǝyyӓbӓlla/ ǝyyӓbӓllaʧʧ; ǝyyӓťӓťťa/ ǝyyӓťӓťťu) variations.
(26) a. ǝyyӓ-bӓll-ӓʧʧ
PRG-eat:PF-3FSG

nӓ-u
AUX-3MSG

‘She is eating.’
b. ǝyyӓ-ťӓťť-u
PRG-drink:PF-3PL

nӓ-u
AUX-3MSG

‘They are drinking.’

AY was another respondent who processed the target morphemes productively. As
shown in Table 5, she supplied third-person feminine and masculine verbal agreement
markers in ten and eleven lexically varied contexts, respectively. As portrayed in (27a) and
(27b), the verbs lǝtǝdӓrs and ǝyyӓhedӓʧʧ were marked third person feminine in the
imperfective tǝ- and perfective -ʧʧ aspects respectively indicating lexical variations.
(27) a. ǝzzi
here

lǝ-tǝ-dӓrs

nӓ-u

PRS-3FSG-reach:IMPF

AUX-3MSG

‘Here, she is about to reach.’
b. ǝyyӓ-hed-ӓʧʧ
PRG-go:PF-3FSG

nӓ-u
AUX-3MSG

‘She is going.’

The principal verbs in (27a) and (27b) must be used in other contexts with
morphological changes in order to determine the emergence of target morphemes. Hence, it
was discovered that the verbs occurred with variation, as in (28a) and (28b).
(28) a. ǝzzi
here

dӓrrӓs-ӓ
reach:PF-3MSG

‘Here, he reached.’
b. ǝyyӓ-hed-ӓ
PRG-go:PF-3MSG

nӓ-u
AUX-3MSG

‘He is going.’
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6.5.2 Verb phrase morphology
In this sub-section, third-person gender agreements between con-verb/ lǝ+imperfect
form and principal (reference) verb at verb phrase level are presented. In the Amharic
language, con-verbs and lǝ+imperfect forms agree in person, number, and gender with the
principal verb within a verb phrase when they share the same subject. Third-person
masculine and feminine con-verb forms are morphologically represented by -o and -a,
respectively. The lǝ+imperfective form, as in lǝyǝťӓyǝkʼ in (29b), can be used instead of
verbal nouns, lӓmӓťӓyyӓkʼ (29a), within a verb phrase. Unlike the latter (verbal noun), in
the former context, the principal verb must agree in number, gender, and person with the
imperfective form. The prefixes yǝ- and tǝ- are used to refer to third-person masculine and
feminine imperfective forms, respectively. From the processing point of view, such
agreement structures are processable at stage three of the developmental hierarchy.
(29) a. dӓmoz
salary

lӓ-mӓťӓyyӓkʼ

hed-ӓ/ʧʧ

to-ask-VN

go:PF-3MSG/3FSG

‘He went to ask salary.’
b. dӓmoz
salary

lǝ-yǝ-ťӓyǝkʼ

hed-ӓ

PRS-3MSG-ask:IMPF

go:PF-3MSG

‘He went to ask salary.’

Therefore, the occurrences in (29b) and (30) were counted as supplience in target-like
contexts. In these contexts, the masculine imperfective lǝyǝťӓyǝkʼ ‘to ask’ in (29b) and the
feminine con-verb bӓlta ‘eating’ in (30) agree in gender, number, and person with their
principal motion verbs, hedӓ ‘he went’ and hedӓʧʧ ‘She went’, respectively.
(30) mǝsa-wa-n
lunch-POSS-ACC

bӓlt-a

hed-ӓʧʧ

eat:CNV-3FSG

go:PF-3FSG

‘He went eating her lunch.’

On the other hand, when the two verb forms disagreed in person and gender, they were
counted as negative evidence. For instance, in example (31) below, the two verb forms
disagreed in gender within a verb phrase. The feminine reference verb tӓmӓllӓsӓʧʧ ‘she
returned’ disagreed in gender with the masculine con-verb lӓbso-3MSG ‘wear’.
(31) lǝbs-u-n
cloth-POSS-ACC

lӓbs-o

tӓmӓllӓs-ӓʧʧ

wear:CNV-3MSG

return:PF-3FSG

‘She returned wearing his cloth.’

In Table 6, the results of distributional analyses of third-person gender agreement within
verb phrases are provided. Each cell contains a value based on the type count.
As shown in Table 6, verb phrase morphology emerged with some learners but did not
emerge with others. Almost all respondents productively processed masculine gender, with
the exception of those who did not produce a sufficient amount of data. However, although
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AS and GN produced the target structure in lexically varied contexts, the contexts were not
formally varied, which made the occurrences unproductive as far as the emergence
criterion was concerned, but it can be said that they have already started processing the
structure. On the other hand, regarding feminine gender, with the exception of AS and GN,
the rest of the respondents produced the structure productively. Sample analyses are
provided as follows.
Table 6. Results of distributional analysis of third-person feminine agreement within a verb phrase
Features

Respondents
AN EM HB ML NR AS AY DR FR GD GN HM MS SH YN AB

3FSG [V-aV-ʧʧ; tǝ-V-V-ʧʧ] +2 +4 +4 +4 (-1) +1 +2 (-1) +3 +2 -4 +5
3MSG [V-oV-ӓ; yǝ-VV-ӓ]

+11 +11 +2 +8 (-2) +3 +3

/

+4

/

+5 +3

+4 +5 +2 +6 +10 /

+6 +3

(+ number of supplience in lexically varied context, / no evidence , - number of omission in obligatory contexts)

EM was one of the learners who processed gender agreement within a verb phrase. She
produced eleven and four contexts in lexically different environments for masculine and
feminine agreement markers, respectively. Consider the following instances.
(32) a. əzziga
here

täññət-o

əyyä-ayy-ä

nä-u

sleep:CNV-3MSG

PRG-look:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘Here, he is looking while sleeping.’
b. wəha
water

lǝ-yǝ-aťäťť-at

əyyä-hed-ä

nä-u

PRS-3MSG-drink:IMPF-3FSGO

PRG-go:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

lǝ-tǝ-bäl-at

ǝyyä-hed-äʧʧ

nä-u

PRS-3FSGS-eat:IMPF-3FSGO

PRG-go:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘He is going to drink her water.’
c. əzziga
here

‘Here, she is going to eat her.’
d. əkʾa
item

yəz-a

əyyä-awärr-äʧʧ

nä-u

hold:CNV-3FSG

PRG-talk:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘She is talking holding an item.’

In (32a) and (32d), the principal verbs əyyayyä-3MSG ‘he…looking’ and əyyawärraʧʧ3FSG ‘she…talking’ agreed in person, number, and gender with the con-verbs täññəto3MSG ‘sleeping’ and yəza-3FSG ‘holding’ respectively. Moreover, in (32b) and (32c), the
main verbs əyyähedä-3MSG ‘he…going’ and ǝyyähedäʧʧ-3FSG‘she…going’ agreed in
person, number, and gender with the imperfective verb forms ləyťäťťa-3MSG ‘to drink’ and
lətəbäla-3FSG ‘to eat’ within a verb phrase, respectively. This implies that the learner
supplied the structure in lexically divergent contexts. This result was also examined against
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the second emergence criterion of formal variation to check its productivity. The following
instances prove this phenomenon.
(33) a. ləbs-u-n
cloth-DEF-ACC

əyyä-ayy-äʧʧ

nä-u

PRG-look:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘She is looking at the cloth.’
b. əzziga-m
here-TOP

əyyä-hed-ä

nä-u

PRG-go:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘Here also, he is going.’
c. əzziga
here

əyyä-awärr-u

nä-u

PRG-talk:PF-3PL

AUX-3MSG

‘Here, they are talking.’

As shown above (33a-c), all occurrences exhibited formal variations. Thus, the instances
in (32a-d) proved to be productive since they met the emergence criteria of both lexical and
formal variations (əyyayyä/ əyyayyäʧʧ, əyyähedä/ ǝyyähedäʧʧ, əyyawärraʧʧ/ əyyawärru,
and ǝyyähedäʧʧ/ əyyähedä).
6.5.3 Subject-verb agreement
In this section, analyses of subject-verb agreement across phrase boundaries are provided.
Only contexts with apparent nominal or pronominal subjects were considered because
subject agreement markers in pro-drop contexts were separately treated as they were
hypothesized to emerge at stage two.
Occurrences, like (34a) and (34b), were counted as positive instances as the nominal
subjects lǝʤu ‘the boy’ and lǝʤtwa ‘the girl’ agreed in person, number, and gender with
their respective main verbs, bӓlla ‘eat’ and ǝyyӓroťӓʧʧ ‘running’.
(34) a. lǝʤ-u
boy-DEF:3MSG

mǝsa-u-n

bӓll-Ø

lunch-POSS-ACC

eat:PF-3MSG

‘The boy ate his lunch.’
b. lǝʤ-ǝt-u-a
girl-F-DEF-3FSG

ǝyyӓ-roť-ӓʧʧ

nӓ-u

PRG-run:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The girl is running.’

On the other hand, occurrences as in (35a-b) were counted as negative evidence of
masculine and feminine gender agreement, respectively. The verbs kʼomallӓʧʧ-3FSG
‘stand’ and ǝyyӓśafӓ-3MSG ‘write’ disagreed in gender with their respective subjects, bӓreMSG ‘ox’ and lǝʤǝtwa-3FSG ‘the girl’, respectively. Thus, the occurrences in (35a-b) were
counted as omissions of third person masculine and feminine genders, respectively. At the
same time, the feminine gender in (35a) and the masculine gender in (35b) were oversupplied.
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(35) a. * and
one

bӓre

kʼom-a

all-ӓʧʧ

ox-3MSG

stand:PF-3FSG

AUX-3FSG

ǝyyӓ-śaf-ӓ

nӓ-u

PRG-write:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘One ox stood.’
b. * lǝʤ-ǝt-u-a
girl-F-DEF-3FSG
‘The girl is writing.’

The results of the distributional analysis of third-person subject-verb agreement are
presented in the following table. The numbers in each cell represent values based on type
count.
Table 7. Results of distributional analysis of subject-verb agreement
Features

Respondents
AN EM HB ML NR AS AY DR FR GD GN HM MS SH YN AB

3FSG (-ʧʧ, tǝ-)

+9

+8

+3

+4

+4 +3 +8

3MSG (-ӓ, yǝ-)

+19 +15 +2 +11 +9 +4 +7

+1 +3

+7

+1

+3

+18 +1

+8

+8

+1 +9 +10 +3

+5

+14 +5

+8 +14

(+ number of supplience in lexically varied context)

The results of the analyses reveal that all respondents, with the exception of DR and SH,
processed third-person masculine gender. On the other hand, third-person feminine
agreement markers emerged in the data of eleven respondents. Five of them (AS, HB, DR,
GN, and SH) could not productively produce the morpheme in the presence of sufficient
obligatory contexts. An example set of data from one of the respondents is presented as
follows.
AB was one of the respondents who productively exchanged gender feature of both
values between subject and verb. As shown in Table 7, he properly produced the masculine
and feminine agreement markers in fourteen and eight lexically varied contexts
respectively. These numbers meet one of the emergence criteria (lexical variation).
Consider the occurrences in (36a-d).
(36) a. wǝʃʃa
dog-MSG

lǝʤ-u-n

ǝyyӓ-ayy-ӓ

nӓ-u

boy-DEF-ACC

PRG-look:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘A dog is looking at the boy.’
b. Hulӓtt
Two

fӓrӓs

sar

ǝyyӓ-bӓll-Ø

nӓ-u

horse-MSG

grass

PRG-eat:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

mobayǝl-u-n

ǝyyӓ-dӓwwӓl-ӓʧʧ

nӓ-u

phone-DEF-ACC

PRG-ring:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘Two horses are eating grass.’
c. set-ǝyyo-u-a
woman-F-DEF-3FSG

‘The woman is ringing the phone.’
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d. tǝnnǝʃ-u-a
small-DEF-F

asa

ǝyyӓ-hed-ӓʧʧ

nӓ-u

fish-3FSG

PRG-go:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘The small fish is going.’

The utterances in (36a-d), the third person perfective masculine (-ӓ) and feminine (-ʧʧ)
agreement markers were supplied on lexically different verbs (ǝyyayyӓ and ǝyyӓbӓlla) and
(ǝyyӓdӓwwӓlӓʧʧ and ǝyyӓhedӓʧʧ) that share gender features with their respective head
nouns (wǝʃʃa and fӓrӓs) and (setǝyyowa and asa) respectively.
All the contexts above were produced with formal variations for both gender markers
(ǝyyayyӓ/ ǝyyayyӓʧʧ) (ǝyyӓbӓlla/ ǝyyӓbӓllaʧʧ) and (ǝyyӓdӓwӓllӓʧʧ/ ǝyyӓdӓwӓllӓ) and
(ǝyyӓhedӓʧʧ/ ǝyyӓhedӓ), as in (37a-d) below.
(37) a. dǝmmӓt-u-a

ayǝť-u-a-n

ǝyyӓ-ayy-ӓʧʧ

nӓ-u

rat-DEF-F-ACC

look:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

lӓ-set-ǝyyo-u-a

ǝyyӓ-dӓwwӓl-ӓ

nӓ-u

to-woman-F-DEF-F

PRG-call:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

cat-DEF-3FSG

‘The cat is looking at the rat.’
b. ǝyyӓ-bӓll-aʧʧ

nӓ-u

PRG-eat:PF-3FSG

AUX-3MSG

‘She is eating.’
c. ǝyyӓ-hed-ӓ

nӓ-u

PRG-go:PF-3MSG

AUX-3MSG

‘He is going.’
d. sӓw-ǝyye
man-MSG

‘A man is calling to the woman.’

7. Discussion of results
This section presents the developmental processes of nominal and verbal genders across
different structures or stages. These results were identified by applying the emergence
criteria to the results of distributional analyses. Moreover, the findings were compared and
contrasted with previous research works and gaps were identified for future research.
7.1 Nominal gender across three grammatical structures
As clearly depicted in Table 8, lexical gender features expressed through definiteness
emerged before the phrasal gender agreement that takes place between determiners and
head nouns. With the exception of DR, all target respondents were found properly
supplying nominal feature of both gender values on lexemes that were expressed through
definiteness productively and systematically. However, at noun phrase level, SH, GN, and
AS did not exchange grammatical feature of gender with a feminine value between the
attributive adjective and head nouns. Moreover, DR, SH, and GN again failed to properly
process feminine gender between demonstrative adjectives and head nouns within noun
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phrases even though they were able to distinguish lexical genders expressed via
definiteness without any feature matching at stage two. At the same time, DR did not share
the masculine gender feature between demonstrative adjective and head noun, and was the
only respondent who failed. Thus, it implies that learners were able to process lexical
gender feature with both masculine singular and feminine singular values without feature
matching before they were able to exchange gender agreements between modifiers and
head nouns within a phrase. This finding confirms PT’s claim that learners are able to mark
grammatical features on lexemes in contexts where there is no feature matching with other
constituents within a sentence before they are able to exchange them in noun phrase
contexts that require feature matching between or among constituents within a phrase. This
finding corroborates the results of many research works (e.g., Oulhaj (2015) among many
others) that have been conducted under processability theory framework.
Table 8. Application of emergence criteria to nominal and phrasal gender
PT Stages Structures
Aadj-N
3
Dadj-N

2

Lexical gender

1

Lemma

Features

Respondents
DR SH GN AS FR AY NR HB HM MS GD YN AN AB EM ML

FSG

(/) -

-

- (/) +

+

MSG

(/) +

/

/

(/) +

FSG

-

-

-

+

+

MSG

-

+

+

+

FSG

-

+

+

MSG

-

+

+

+

/

(/)

+

(/)

+

/

+

+

+

+

(/) (/)

+

(/)

/

/

/

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(/)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(+ emergence, - non-emergence, (/) insufficient evidence, / no evidence)

Furthermore, the other most striking result is that SH and GN, who could not exchange
feminine gender between demonstrative adjectives and head nouns, were found processing
their masculine counterpart. Moreover, SH also productively supplied masculine gender
between the attributive adjective and head noun though she could not exchange
grammatical feature of feminine gender between the same structure. This reveals that the
masculine gender emerges before the feminine at phrase level as well. It is important to
note here that masculine is the default and most prominent gender in the target language,
which may be a reason for its emergence earlier than its feminine counterpart. This result
concurs well with the findings of Husseinali (2006:164), who conducted the study partly to
explore the development of number-gender agreement among Arab learners of English. In
his study, he found out that the masculine gender emerged before the feminine.
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Moreover, within a noun phrase, gender agreement between demonstrative adjectives
and head nouns emerged earlier than gender agreement between attributive adjectives and
head nouns. AS could not exchange feminine gender between attributive adjectives and
head nouns while she was processing it in the context of demonstrative adjective. This is
partly because, with attributive adjectives, learners are expected to move the position of
agreement markers from the head nouns to the attributive adjectives (modifiers) at phrase
level to achieve agreement. This is because, in the Amharic language, within a noun phrase,
every morphologically marked feature is attached to modifiers rather than head nouns. This
process requires learners to exert extra processing effort to move the position of the
agreement marker from the head to the modifiers. Contrarily, demonstrative pronouns
provide learners a hint as the concept of gender is clearly shown in the pronouns
themselves, and they are learned as independent words although they have inflectional
morphemes showing number and gender attached to unbound morphemes that have no
meaning independently. Generally, the result entirely proves PT’s prediction.
7.2 Verbal gender agreement markers across three grammatical structures
As shown in Table 9, the implicational result of verbal gender agreement is consistent
with PT’s prediction. The development is shown as:
Lexical procedure < Categorical procedure< Phrasal procedure< S-procedure
Table 9. Application of emergence criteria to verbal gender across three structures
PT Stages Structures

Feature

Respondents
SH DR GN AS HB HM FR AY NR MS GD YN AN AB EM ML

4

S-V agreement

FSG

- -

+

+

+

+

+

3

CNV/IMPF-MV Agree

FSG

/ (/) - -

+

+

+ (+) (/) + (/) +

+

+

+

+

2

Pro-drop

FSG

- (/) + + +

+

+ + +

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

4

S-V agreement

MSG

- -

+ + +

+

+ + +

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

3

CNV/IMPF-MV

MSG

/

/ (+) (+) +

+

+ + (/) +

+

+

+

+

+

+

2

Pro-drop

MSG -

+ + + +

+

+ + +

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

- -

+ + + +

+

+

+

(+ emergence, - non-emergence, (/) insufficient evidence, / no evidence)

Verbal gender agreement in pro-drop context, where there is no feature matching among
other constituents in a sentence, emerged before context that requires agreement either
within a phrase between con-verb/lǝ + imperfective and the main verb or between phrases
(subject-verb agreement). For example, GN, AS, and HB productively supplied feminine
subject agreement markers in pro-drop context; however, they failed to mark the target
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morphemes in contexts that required subject-verb agreement. In addition, GN and AS
failed to match feminine gender value within a verb phrase between a con-verb/
lǝ+imperfective form and the main verb, but they productively marked it in pro-drop
contexts. This finding confirms the results of Di Baise (2007), who conducted a study on
Italians as second language learners. He found out that subject agreement markers in prodrop contexts emerged before contexts that require agreement between subject and verb.
However, this result is against PT’s prediction that reads subject agreement markers are
processable only at stage four since processing them requires grammatical information
exchange between phrases. However, in pro-drop contexts, learners are not expected to
match grammatical features between a subject and a verb since the agreement markers are
morphologically marked to a verb. Thus, processing such structures in pro-context is less
costly to learners from the point of view of processing cost, which is one of the principles
of processability theory. PT does not take into account the nature of the development of
subject agreement markers in pro-drop languages.
Moreover, at stages three and four, GN, AS, and HB acquired the default masculine
gender while they failed to process its feminine counterpart. This clearly implies the
emergence of masculine gender before feminine gender. In addition, HB, who was found to
be at stage three, properly supplied the verbal feminine gender agreement markers within a
verb phrase, but he could not produce them in contexts that obliged subject-verb agreement.
Due to shortage of data on con-verb constructions, additional evidence from other
respondents could not be provided. This may be one area that needs further investigation.
Generally, most of the findings are compatible with PT’s predictions. Moreover, the
findings reveal the presence of discrete stages of development between stages.
7.3 Overall morpho-syntactic development
The coefficient of scalability was determined in order to check the reliability of the
cumulative process and developmental hierarchy of target morpho-syntactic structures.
Table 10. The overall developmental stages of nominal and verbal gender agreement markers
PT
Stages
4

3

2

Structures
S-V Agree

Features

Respondents
DR SH GN AS HB HM FR AY NR MS GD YN AN AB EM ML

FSG

-

-

-

-

-

CNV/IMPF-MV Agree

FSG

(/)

/

-

-

Aadj-N

FSG

(/) -

-

-

Dadj-N

FSG

-

-

-

Pro-drop

FSG

(/) -

Nominal Gender

FSG

-

+
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+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+ (+) (/) + (/)

+

+

/

(/) (/) +

+

+ (/)

+

/

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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Table 10. (Continued)
PT
Stages
4

3

2
1

Structures

Features

Respondents
DR SH GN AS HB HM FR AY NR MS GD YN AN AB EM ML

S-V Agree

MSG

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

CNV/IMPF-MV Agree

MSG

/

/ (+) (+) +

+

+

+ (/) +

+

+

+

+

+

+

Aadj-N

MSG

(/) +

/

/

(/) (/) (/) +

+

+ (/)

/

/

/

+

+

Dadj-N

MSG

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+ (/)

+

+

+

+

Nominal Gender

MSG

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Pro-drop

MSG

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Lemma

+

+

+

(+ emergence, - non-emergence, (/) insufficient evidence, / no evidence)

As can be seen from Table 10, one error was found that deviated from the overall
implicational scale. The coefficient of reproducibility was 0.99, which indicates that
respondents can reproduce the predicted structures accurately. In addition, the values of
minimum marginal reproducibility and the percent improvement in reproducibility became
0.78 and 0.21, respectively. We finally found the coefficient of scalability to be 0.95, which
is above the minimum value (0.60) expected for the implicational scaling to be scalable.
This implies that the developmental pattern is reliable enough in revealing the development
of target structures implicationally.
8. Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to identify the developmental trajectories of Amharic
nominal and verbal gender agreement markers and to provide evidence for the typological
plausibility of the processability theory. The results partly confirm the claim made by
processability theory in that lexical gender emerged before phrasal agreement, which is in
turn followed by subject-verb agreement. In addition, at all developmental stages, the
masculine gender emerged before the feminine. However, the result of implicational
scaling proves that subject agreement markers in pro-drop context emerge before context
that requires agreement between a subject and a verb. This result goes against PT’s claim.
In fact, the result corroborates the findings found in pro-drop languages like Italian.
The results of this study have important implications for curriculum design in that
Amharic teaching materials, which have been designed based on intuitions for many
decades in Ethiopia, should be organized in line with the developmental trajectories of
morpho-syntactic structures explored in this empirical study. Moreover, the study enables
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Amharic language teachers to provide effective instructions that take into account their
learners’ processing capacity at that particular point in time. More importantly, this article
has theoretical implications. The findings provide empirical support or evidence for the
predictive power of the processability theory cross-linguistically. Furthermore, the finding
that subject agreement markers in pro-drop context emerged before context that requires
subject-verb agreement would be an input to processability theory to re-analyze its
assumption and consider the development of subject agreement markers in pro-drop
context in particular.
As this study is the first of its kind from Ethio-Semitic languages based on PT, it
explores the general developmental architecture of some selected Amharic morphosyntactic structures. However, due to the morphological richness of the language, a study
that explores the sequence of development of other grammatical features within and across
stages should be carried out. More importantly, it is also pertinent if a new study is
conducted focusing on the investigation of the developmental stages of syntactic structures
based on the new version of processability theory (Pienemann, 2005) in order to have a
more comprehensive picture of the developmental trajectories of Amharic interlanguage.
Abbreviations
1
3
(/)

Aadj-N
ACC
AUX
CNV
Dadj-NDEF
FSG
F
IMPF
M

First Person
Third Person
At the End of a Sentence:
Incomplete Sentence
Attributive Adjective-head Noun
Agreement
Accusative
Auxiliary
Con-verb
Demonstrative Adjective-head
Noun Agreement
Definiteness
Feminine Singular
Feminine
Imperfective
Masculine

MDL
MSG
MV
O

PF
PL
POSS
PRG
PRP
PRS
S

SG
S-V
TOP
VN

Middle
Masculine Singular
Main Verb
Object Agreement Marker
Perfective
Plural
Possessive
Progressive
Preposition
Prospective
Subject Agreement Marker
Singular
Subject Verb
Topic
Verbal Noun
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Appendix A
Interview: Free conversation
1. Tell me your father’s and mother’s full name and whom do you like most and why?
2. How many brothers and sisters do you have? What are their names? Whom do you like most and
why?
3. Tell me about your friends. What do you do together? When do you see each other?
4. Which school subject do you like most and why?
5. Tell me how you help your parents after school.
6. Tell me about a normal weekend-day, what you do since you wake up until you go to bed?
7. Do you have hobbies? What are they?
8. You have said that you like learning Amharic. Why that for? What strategies do you use to improve
your Amharic proficiency, like practicing with native speakers, watching Amharic TV, watching
Amharic movies, listening to the radio and so on?
9. Is Amharic difficult for you? Why?
10. Do you like studying, doing homework, or taking exams? Why/why not?
11. What did you do during semester break?
12. Tell me one story that you like most.
13. What do you wish to become in the future and why?

Appendix B

Describe the activities in each of the pictures below.
donkey

horse
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hyena

Sugarcane

Appendix C
Spot the difference Task

What differences can you spot in the following two pictures in terms of color, size, gender, and number?
Picture 1
Picture 2

Look at the series of pictures 1 and 2 below and narrate or describe the actions performed in each of the
pictures.
Picture 1
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Picture 2
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